KTM is recalling the models 990 Adventure (S) and the 950 Super Enduro R to official authorized workshops for a control of the chain sliding guard mounting.

The mounting screws on the chain sliding guard may become loose on model types 990 Adventure and Adventure S, model year 2007, as well as motorcycles of the type 950 Super Enduro R (2007).

All customers of the bikes affected are therefore asked to immediately contact an official KTM authorized workshop. After the chain sliding guard has been checked, the two screws will be glued into place. The control only lasts 15 minutes.

All owners of the affected Adventure and Super Enduro R motorcycles are being directly contacted in writing by KTM. In addition it is also possible to check online if a certain machine is affected by the recall action. The information can be seen at www.ktm.com in the “Service” area after entering the vehicle identification number and the number of the motorcycle’s delivery certificate.